Luna Family Prep Kit

Get your passports ready as we travel with Luna to Catalonia Spain to learn about teamwork and Spanish culture along the way! As we travel we will practice “mailing” compound words around the world, rhyming, and engineering our own tower.

**Before event day:** Gather at-home materials

**On event day:** Grab your materials, log into Zoom with your personalized registration link and get ready for some fun!

---

**Gather at-home**

- **Mail Me a Compound Word**
  - Glue, any kind
  - Five envelopes (any size or color)

- **Engineer the Tallest Tower**
  - TEN or more cups plastic or disposable cups, any size
  - Variety of stackable toys, legos, or anything to help increase the size of your child’s tower. Be creative!

- **Snack**
  - Any type of snack to eat on our flight back home.

---

**Printables**

- **WUCF KIDS Passport**
  ![WUCF KIDS Passport](image)
  - Fold along the solid lines to make your passport booklet.

- **Special Boarding Pass**
  ![Special Boarding Pass](image)
  - Cut out and write your name.

- **Compound Word Picture Cards**
  ![Compound Word Picture Cards](image)
  - Cut out all of the cards along the dotted line. Each set has three cards with matching symbols at the bottom right.

- **Document Holder**
  ![Document Holder](image)
  - Fold a piece of paper as shown and you’ll have a place to hold your travel documents during our trip!

---

**Prep Ahead**

- **WUCF KIDS Passport** (printable)
  - Fold along the solid lines to make your passport booklet.

- **Special Boarding Pass** (printable)
  - Cut out and write your name.

- **Compound Word Picture Cards** (printable)
  - Cut out all of the cards along the dotted line. Each set has three cards with matching symbols at the bottom right.

---

No printer, no problem! Draw your own passport and boarding pass!

[wucf.org/earlylearning](http://wucf.org/earlylearning)
Compound Word Picture Cards

Prep: Cut out along the dotted line. Sets have three cards with matching symbols, the star card is the compound word, the other two cards make up the compound word.

Skill 1 – Segmenting: Splitting up compound words into smaller parts.
Skill 2 – Blending: (opposite of segmenting) Combining two words to make a new word.
My name is

Hola!

I am going to Catalonia Spain.

I learned about the Castell tower of people. This is my team uniform.
**Document Holder**
Fold a piece of paper as shown and you’ll have a place to hold your travel documents during our trip!

**Special Boarding Pass**
Cut out your boarding pass and write your name.

**Special Boarding Pass**
PASSENGER'S NAME

ARRIVAL

CATALONIA, SPAIN